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Superdeformed bands in189Tl
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Two superdeformed bands of 10 transitions each have been found in189Tl extending the mass 190 region of
superdeformation down to neutron numberN5108. The new bands can be interpreted as signature partners
and are proposed to be based on a protoni 13/2 (V55/2) configuration, in analogy with the yrast superdeformed
band structures in the heavier odd-mass Tl isotopes. The dynamic moments of inertia of all these bands show
no noticeable differences as function ofN, consistent with an essentially constant quadrupole deformation
from the center of the island to its edges.@S0556-2813~98!50911-9#

PACS number~s!: 27.70.1q, 21.10.Re, 23.20.Lv, 21.60.Cs
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Rotational bands associated with a superdeformed~SD!
shape have been found in 25 nuclei in the mass 190 reg
covering isotopic chains from Au to Po@1#. Throughout the
whole region, these bands are characterized by a dyna
moment of inertia (J (2)) which rises smoothly with increas
ing rotational frequency~\v!, in contrast to the SD bands i
the mass 150 and 130 regions. This characteristic featur
the J (2) moment has been explained as resulting from
gradual alignment ofi 13/2 protons and j 15/2 neutrons, in
cranked shell model calculations with pairing@2# and in
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations@3#. From compari-
sons between experiment and theory, a detailed pictur
proton and neutron excitations with respect to the dou
magic SD nucleus192Hg has evolved. Focusing on the S
bands in odd-Z nuclei, the role of the protoni 13/2 (V55/2)
intruder orbital has become particularly clear. It is predic
to be occupied by the 81st proton in a SD configurati
provided that the deformation is stable~see, e.g., Ref.@4#!. A
prominent feature of this yrast proton configuration is a sm
but significant signature splitting at rotational frequenc
\v.0.2 MeV @2#. Therefore, two signature partner S
bands are expected. These have been seen first in193Tl by
Fernandezet al. @5# and, subsequently in195Tl by Azaiez
et al. @6# and in 191Tl by Pilotte et al. @7#. In these three SD
nuclei, the bands were firmly established as signature p
ners through the observation of weak interband transition
M1 character connecting bothE2 sequences@8–10#. Fur-
thermore, the magnetic properties of these SD structu
have been inferred from the measuredB(M1)/B(E2)
branching ratios. These ratios provide direct evidence for
assignment of the SD bands to the protoni 13/2 (V55/2)
orbital. In 193Tl, Bouneauet al. @11# found in addition three
excited SD bands and interpreted two of them as signa
partners based on a proton configuration@411#1/2, a configu-
ration associated with a large signature splitting.

In this work, proton excitations in the second well a
investigated further by studying the next lighter odd-ma
isotope189Tl. A stable SD minimum is still predicted to oc
PRC 580556-2813/98/58~5!/2644~5!/$15.00
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cur @4# in this nucleus. However, since it is located at t
edge of the island, the secondary minimum is presuma
more shallow. The quadrupole deformation forN5108 sys-
tems is also calculated to be somewhat reduced by 5–1
@4#, with respect to the heavier nuclei in the isotopic cha
This could shift other proton orbitals~such as the@411#1/2 or
@514#9/2 states! closer to the Fermi surface and, perhap
change the yrast configuration. A test of this deformat
decrease is also important in itself. The SD shapes of
isotopes190–194Hg have been shown to be stable with resp
to changes in mass~and orbital occupation! @12#. Lifetime
measurements in the SD bands of191Tl @10# have indicated
that the quadrupole moment is similar to those of the ad
cent Hg nuclei~agreement within error bars!, confirming the
stability of the SD shape. Here, first evidence for a chang
deformation is being investigated by looking for possib
differences in theJ (2) moments and in the signature splittin
between189Tl and the heavier odd Tl isotopes.

In an earlier study of189Tl, one SD band was tentativel
assigned@13# to this nucleus, but the expected signature pa
ner could not be observed. In this paper, evidence is p
sented for two SD bands in189Tl. This is the nucleus with
lowest neutron number (N5108) of the mass 190 region i
which superdeformation has now been observed.

The experiment was carried out at the 88-Inch Cyclotr
at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. High-sp
states in189Tl were populated with the156Gd(37Cl, 4n) reac-
tion at a beam energy of 172 MeV. Two self-supporti
(0.6 mg/cm2) targets enriched to 94% in156Gd were used.
Theg rays emitted in the reaction were detected by the Ga
masphere array@14#, which contained 102 Compton
suppressed Ge detectors at the time of the experimen
total of 700 million events were collected during a one d
experiment, with the condition that a minimum of four d
tectors fired in coincidence. Unpacked 3-fold and 4-fold c
incidence events were then analyzed off-line.

The quadruple coincidence events were most usefu
establishing the new rotational sequences because of m
R2644 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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overlapping and stronger contaminant peaks. Triple-ga
coincidence spectra of the two new rotational bands in189Tl
are shown in Fig. 1. These spectra represent all combinat
of triple coincidence windows placed on the eight strong
transitions in each band, with a generalized background s
tracted according to the procedure of Ref.@15#. All band
members are labeled by their energies, and transitions
signed to one of the bands with less confidence are give
parentheses~they were not used in the gating procedur!.
Typical uncertainties for theg-ray energies are 0.3–1 keV
The SD rotational character of both bands is inferred fr
the nearly constant transition-energy spacings (DEg
;40 keV). Directional correlations of theg rays of interest
are consistent with the proposedE2 assignments. The place
ment of the new transitions in189Tl is based on their coinci-
dence relationships with low-lying transitions between n
mal deformed states in189Tl @16# ~labeled y in Fig. 1!. SD
band 1 in189Tl is ‘‘isospectral’’ to the SD band reported i
189Hg @17#, i.e., theg-ray transition energies of both band
agree within three keV over nearly the entire energy ran
The intensity in thep3n channel leading to189Hg is mea-
sured to be only one tenth of the189Tl reaction yield. There-
fore, possible contributions from189Hg to the spectrum of
band 1 can be neglected and a misassignment is ruled o
complication for the study of superdeformation in189Tl is the
overlap of two prominent transitions in band 2 with the yra
normal deformed transitions of 386.0 keV (11/22→9/22)
and 427.3 keV (15/22→13/22) @16#, respectively. While
there is little doubt about the assignment of the transition
SD band 2, it is impossible to determine theg-ray energies

FIG. 1. Spectra of the two SD bands in189Tl obtained from
sums of triple coincidence gates placed on the inband transition
interest. All band members are labeled by their transition ener
in keV. Known yrast transitions between normal deformed state
189Tl are labeled by the symbol y. The highest lying yrast transit
observed is 25/21→21/21 ~395.0, 398.6 keV doublet@16# in the
bottom spectrum!. Newly observed near-yrast transitions in189Tl
are indicated by an arrow~bottom!.
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with the accuracy reached for the peak positions of the o
band members. Moreover, this situation also results in
higher background to be subtracted from the coincide
spectra and the intensity determination for the two conta
nated transitions is also less precise. All other signific
peaks in the spectrum of band 2 are identified as transit
in 189Tl including some non-yrast transitions which ha
been placed in a new level scheme@18#.

The yield of the SD bands as a fraction of the total re
tion cross section can be obtained from a comparison of
intensities of yrast transitions in coincidence spectra gated
yrast and SD transitions. It is estimated that theg-ray flux
through each SD band is about equal and represents
0.2% of the total189Tl yield. This flux is lower by at least a
factor of two than the intensities measured in the SD ba
of 191Tl @7# and by an order of magnitude when compared
the strongest bands in the mass 190 region~e.g., the yrast SD
band in192Hg @19#!. Figure 2 presents the intensity distribu
tions along the two bands. For the purpose of comparis
both bands are normalized separately to a relative inten
of 1. Also shown is the decay pattern of the yrast SD band
the neighboring190Hg nucleus@20#. Clearly, the intensity
distribution is very similar for all three bands and displays
common feature of SD bands in the region: below 600 k
the intensity remains essentially constant until the sud
decay out of the band occurs via a few transitions. This an
ogy with other SD bands in the mass 190 region furth
strengthens the conclusion that the newly observed ba
correspond to a very deformed structure in the second po
tial well of 189Tl.

There is no evidence in the data for cross-talk between
two SD bands, a commonly observed feature in the hea

of
s

in

FIG. 2. Relative transition intensities for the two SD bands
189Tl. The intensity distribution for the yrast SD band in190Hg ~Ref.
@20#! is given for comparison~solid line!. All three bands have been
normalized separately. Notice that no result could be obtained
the 385 keV transition in band 2, due to the presence of a c
lying yrast transition. See text for details.
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Tl isotopes~see discussion above!. This is attributed, at leas
in part, to the low intensity of the SD bands in189Tl. Like-
wise, transitions linking the two bands with the yrast state
189Tl are not observed: nog ray with an intensity.5% of
the 448.6-keV transition~band 1! and an energy 1.5 MeV
,Eg,5 MeV is observed in the present data. The dec
intensity is presumably spread over many different pa
ways. Spin assignments to the new SD bands are prop
on the basis of a fitting procedure for the measuredJ (2)

moment as a function of\v @21#, using a Harris parametri
zation. The spins at the bottom of the bands are suggeste
be 27/2~band 1! and 25/2~band 2!. These values are consis
tent with the observation that the SD bands feed the nor
deformed states at and below spin 25/2, as can also be
in Fig. 1. More importantly, the fitting procedure indicates
difference of 1\ between the spins of the levels in bo
bands. This supports the interpretation of the two SD ba
as signature partners.

From cranked shell model~CSM! calculations~e.g., those
shown in Fig. 4 of Ref.@2#, and Fig. 10 of Ref.@11#! and
from calculations using the cranked Hartree-Foc
Bogoliubov method@3#, it is clear that the 81st proton i
likely to occupy thei 13/2 (V55/2) orbital in all SD Tl nu-
clei. To ease the present discussion, we refer to the rele
single-proton Routhians in Ref.@2#. Figure 3 presents the
experimental single-particle Routhianse8 vs \v for the two
bands in189Tl as well as for the signature partner SD ban
in the heavier odd-mass Tl isotopes. The Routhians for
bands in189Tl have been computed assuming that both
quences are strongly coupled at low rotational freque
~i.e., the 27/2 level of band 1 has been adjusted midw
between the 25/2 and 29/2 levels of band 2!. The splitting
between the bands in the other isotopes is known@8–10#. For
all sets of bands, the spins were obtained from the fitt

FIG. 3. Comparison between the experimental Routhianse8 for
the SD bands in the four odd-A Tl isotopes with massA5189, 191,
193, 195. The assumptions made to obtain the Routhians are
cussed in the text.
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procedure described above, andK55/2 was assumed accord
ing to Refs.@8–10#. In the figure, the excitation energies a
chosen arbitrarily. A common rotational core is used, rep
sented by the Harris parametersJ0588\2/MeV and J1

580\4/MeV3 ~cf. Ref. @7#!. It can be seen from Fig. 3 tha
the bands in189Tl follow the same general slope as a fun
tion of \v, suggesting again that they are indeed signat
partners. Based on the energy splitting observed at hig
frequencies, band 2~open symbols! is viewed as the favored
signature. All sets of bands exhibit increasing signature sp
ting for \v.0.2 MeV. The increase is of similar magnitud
~10–20 keV at, e.g.,\v50.25 MeV!. Based on the CSM
calculations, the protoni 13/2 (V55/2) orbital is the only
active orbital with a behavior similar to that seen in the da
While a Routhian with a similar dependence on\v should
also be observed for the favored signature of the@411#1/2
orbital, the large signature splitting of this orbital (De8
.200 keV) rules out an assignment of the SD bands of189Tl
to this state. A@514#9/2 assignment is ruled out by the fa
that this orbital does not exhibit signature splitting~for \v
,0.4 MeV!. Furthermore, in this case the Routhian is calc
lated to be an upsloping function with\v.

The analogies between experimental and calcula
Routhians strongly support ani 13/2 (V55/2) configuration
assignment for the new sequences in189Tl. However, the
possible changes in quadrupole deformation discussed a
deserve further attention, since the most pronounced dro
b2 deformation (<10%) is predicted to occur within an iso
topic chain betweenN5112 and the lightest isotope. Eve
with lifetime data for the bands in189Tl, it would be difficult
to demonstrate the presence of such a small deformation
fect. However, a deformation difference can, perhaps,
verified by a careful inspection of the signature splitting
the protoni 13/2 bands between the various Tl isotopes. Th
dependence of signature splitting on deformation has b
shown in a study of the signature splitting in neutroni 13/2
bands at normal deformation@23#. Figure 4 shows a com
parison betweenDe8 values extracted from the experiment
data for 189–195Tl ~cf. Fig. 3! and calculated signature spli
ting values. The experimental error bars are determined
the uncertainties of the measuredg-ray transition energies
~additional uncertainties introduced when varying sligh
the Harris parameters can be neglected!. The calculated val-
ues~open symbols! have been obtained from CSM calcul
tions with a Woods-Saxon code with pairing@22#. In these
calculations, the quadrupole deformation has been va
within a range of<10% according to theoretical prediction
(b250.456 for189Tl, 0.474 for191Tl, and 0.483 for193,195Tl
@4#!, while the parametersb4 andg have been kept constan
At three representative frequencies the experimental s
tings are larger for189Tl than for the heavier isotopes. Thi
deviation is in agreement with the calculated trend: thei 13/2
signature splitting increases as deformation decreases.
‘‘pure’’ De8(b2) dependence~pairing neglected! @23# for
theseK55/2 bands is also indicated in the figure by t
dotted line. From this comparison between experiment
theory it can be concluded that the bands in189Tl may well
correspond to a somewhat less~5–10 %! deformed shape.

In Fig. 5, theJ (2) moments obtained for189Tl are pre-
sented together with those of thei 13/2 SD bands in the

is-
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heavier Tl isotopes. In the figure, a normalization accord
to the A5/3 mass dependence~with respect toA5189! has
been applied. TheJ (2) moments are plotted as a function
(\v)2 ~rather than\v! so that a Harris parametrizatio
(J (2)5J013J 1v2) can be directly applied to these dat
The important parameter in this context isJ0 ~obtained at
\v50! which is assumed to be proportional to the deform
tion b2 @24#. To guide the eye, a fit to the189Tl data yielding
J0588\/MeV is included in the figure. Even at the sma
scale of Fig. 5, the SD bands in189Tl show the same behav
ior as the bands in the heavier odd-mass isotopes, and e
tially agree within error bars. At low frequencies@(\v)2

,0.1 MeV2#, there is perhaps a marginal difference betwe
the unfavored signature in189Tl ~open symbols! and the
bands in193Tl ~dotted functions!. However, this small de-
crease of the moment of inertia could be due either to a sm
drop in b2 deformation between the nuclei or to an increa
of the neutron pairing as one departs from the secondarN
5112 shell gap or to both effects together. Interestingly,
values for195Tl also seem to be somewhat reduced compa
to the behavior of193Tl, perhaps due to pairing effects. Thu
a decrease in deformation from193Tl to 189Tl is not conclu-
sively demonstrated from theJ (2) moments. Rather, the
agreement between the experimental values can be taken
confirmation of the choice of a common rotating reference
the analysis presented above.

Finally, it is also striking in Fig. 3 that there is a cle
trend with mass for the lowest SD transition observed in
bands: the decay out occurs at the highest transition en
in 189Tl and evolves towards increasingly lowerg-ray energy
with mass. With the assumption that the rotational freque
is strongly correlated to the spin of the SD state, the diff

FIG. 4. Experimentally deduced and calculated protoni 13/2 sig-
nature splitting for the SD nuclei189–195Tl at the three representa
tive frequencies\v50.15, 0.2, and 0.25 MeV~circles, squares, and
diamonds, respectively!. The dotted line represents the expect
general dependenceDe8}b2

22V11(V55/2).
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ences between isotopes should be viewed as indications
systematic change of the depth of the SD potential w
mass. In fact, for this mass region, the well is predicted~i! to
have the largest barrier height for the heaviest SD nucleu
an isotopic chain, and~ii ! to become more shallow toward
the lighter isotopes@4#. Even though the decay out of the S
bands is governed by more factors than the well depth~SD
bandhead energy and level density of the normal entry sta
in particular!, the decay out features and the low intensity
the bands in189Tl follow the expected isotopic trend.

In conclusion, two SD bands in189Tl have been found and
the isotopic limit for superdeformation in the mass 190
gion is shifted toN5108. The weak intensity of these band
and their decay patterns agree with predicted isotopic tre
and reflect a shallow second potential well at the edge of
island of superdeformation. The two bands are interprete
signature partners associated with the protoni 13/2 (V55/2)
proton configuration. The bands in189Tl fit the systematics of
yrast SD band structures in the191–195Tl isotopes and a con
sistent picture for proton excitations in the SD well is o
tained from the center of the region to its edges. Circumst
tial evidence for a slight decrease in quadrupole deforma
between189Tl and 193Tl has been obtained from a compar
son of the degree of signature splitting with theoretical c
culations as a function of theb2 deformation parameter.

The authors express their gratitude to the LBNL Nucle
Science Division staff for the superb running conditio
at Gammasphere. They also thank G. Hackman for m
ing software available to sort and analyze quadruples d
This work was supported by the U.S. DOE under co
tracts No. DE-FG05-87ER40361, W-31-109-ENG-38, a
DE-AC0376SF00098.

FIG. 5. Dynamic moments of inertiaJ (2) as function of (\v)2

for the yrast SD bands in odd-A Tl nuclei. The average mass de
pendence of theJ (2) moments (}A5/3) has been removed via
normalization to189Tl. See text for details.
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